
 Conceptualization and Measurement (2)

Benjamin Graham
Office Hours: M 11:30-12:30, W 10:30-12:30 

SSB 447

What is wrong with this question?

How would you rate the quality and difficulty of this course?
A. Supremely awesome
B. Very awesome
C. Awesome
D. Terrible
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Today’s Schedule

• Homework #2
• Indices
• Validity vs. Reliability
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Homework

• Homework 2 due Tuesday, Feb 19.
• This homework isn’t as easy as the first one
• I will take questions about the homework on Tuesday
• Feel free to talk with other students about the homework, but 

DON’T choose the same concept to work with as someone else 
you’re talking with. 

• Your concept/variables/measures/hypotheses don’t have to be 
perfect. But demonstrate that you understand their flaws.
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Pop Quiz

• What type of measure are each of the following:
• Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
• Type of High School attended: public or private
• Type of gun: handgun, rifle, or shotgun
• Level of education completed: Some highschool, high school degree, 2 

year degree, 4 year degree, graduate degree.
• Annual family income (in dollars)
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Indices: Having Your Cake and Eating it Too

• Multiple measures become a single measure.  Amazing!
• A single measure capturing multiple dimensions
• Human Development index = income, health and education

• But indices require strong assumptions: how each component is weighted
• Assuming equal weights is still an assumption

• Math sidenote: equal weights requires rescaling
• In Groups: How would you calculate the Human Development Index? 
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Tech Tip: Factor Analysis (AKA Principal 
Component Analysis)

• Let’s say I want to measure federalism.  What are some measures that 
capture at least some part of Federalism?

• Factor Analysis uses each measure to try to predict the others.
• Those that do the best job of predicting the others get the most weight

• Better informed assumptions about weighting, but still assumptions
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From Concept to Measure: Operationalization

• Measurement validity vs measurement reliability
• Am I measuring what I think I’m measuring?

vs
• If I repeat this observation, am I going to get the same result each time?

• measure at multiple times, by different people, in different ways

• Also: Internal vs. External validity of a research design
• Internal: when I make inferences based on the results of my study, are 

these inferences indeed supported by the tests I have run?
• External: How wide of a population can I make inferences about?
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Some sub-types of measurement validity

• Convergent validity: Is the measure correlated with other well-established 
measures of the same or similar concepts?

• Discriminant validity: Is the measure distinct from measures of similar, but 
distinct, concepts?

• Construct validity: Is the measure correlated with other measures as 
predicted by theory 

• Are we ever going to use this stuff?
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Using existing data vs collecting your own

• Data collection is hard, time consuming and expensive

• Your concept may not match
• The data may have errors 

• Sometimes we face a tradeoff between external and internal validity
• A study we run ourselves in a small population, with our own carefully 

constructed measures that match our concepts exactly
• A broad study in a large population with someone else’s (perhaps faulty) 

measures that don’t match our concepts as exactly as we would like.
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Using existing data

• Requires “due diligence”
• Start with the codebook

• Assess the content validity of the measure
• Does it match your theory?

• Does the author have any measure of reliability?
• Clean the data

• Look for nonsensical values
• Examine all outliers
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